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FAMILYfun

winter
SO LONG,

Oh, the weather outside is  
delightful. Here’s where to  

spend your springtime

FRIENDLY
GUIDE

in association with

family



Visit www.medela.com.au to 
learn about our breastfeeding solutions or 
to fi nd your nearest stockists and rental stations.

A COMFY FIT
The new Medela 

Stretch nursing 
bra, $36.95, 
makes feeding 
on the go 
easy, with 
a practical 
and discreet 

design that’s  
perfect during the 
early stages of 
nursing Available in 
Small to Extra 
Large sizes and in 
Black and White. 
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Feed the mob of 
friendly fish that 
flock here, letting 
them tickle your 

feet as they 
battle for bread.
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OUR FAVOURITES
 ERIN, MUM TO OLIVIA, 3 

“We love going to Bicentennial 
Park in Sydney. You can hire 

mum-and-bub bikes with a baby 
seat, then explore all of the 

beautiful parklands. My daughter 
loves being outdoors, so this is a 

lot of fun on a spring day.”

 SKYE, MUM TO COBY, 3, 
 AND PIPPA, 2 

“We like to visit the Mount Lofty 
Botanic Gardens in Crafers, SA,  

in the spring. The kids love to see 
all the new flowers in bloom and 
especially enjoy rolling down the 

soft, green hills.”

 KERRIE, MUM TO MATIAS, 4 
“Our favourite place is the 

Townsville Train Park. For just  
$6, Matias gets unlimited rides  
on the trains for five hours. The 
Strand Water Park is also one of 
our favourite spots, especially 

since it’s boiling in every season 
except for winter.” 

 New South Wales 
FLOURISH TENTS AND EVENTS, 
WAUCHOPE
Treat yourselves to a mini-break on the mid 
north coast. Choose a spot to glamp and 
the Flourish team will set you up inside a 
beautifully decorated tent that’s large 
enough to fit two adults and four kids. 
www.facebook.com/flourishtentsandevents

SKYLINE DRIVE IN, BLACKTOWN
Can you believe there’s still a drive-in in 
Sydney that shows the latest box-office 
hits? Sure, you could just head to a  
normal cinema, but where’s the fun  
in that! www.eventcinemas.com.au/
cinema/drive-in-blacktown

 Victoria 
FAIRY PARK, ANAKIE
Welcome to the most affordable theme 
park in all the lands. Follow the entwining 
paths to Fairy Castle, the Dwarfs Village 
and the Model Train Museum, and meet 
Goldilocks, Three Little Pigs, Rapunzel,  
Red Riding Hood and Pinocchio along  
the way. www.fairypark.com

CHOCOLATE WALKING TOURS
Take a guided tour of the beautiful  
lanes and arcades of the city and indulge 
your sweet tooth while you’re at it – just  
make sure the kiddies promise to brush 
their teeth at the end of the day.  
www.chocolatewalkingtours.com.au

 Queensland 
DREAMWORLD, GOLD COAST
Make a beeline straight for Wiggles World 
to visit the Big Red Boat, take a ride in the 
famed Big Red Car and swirl around in 
Dorothy’s teacups, then join the crew for  
a singalong session. Television has come  
to life – and the kids won’t believe their 
eyes! www.dreamworld.com.au

DARLING DOWNS ZOO, PILTON
The animals of Africa, South-East Asia  
and South America, (including the only 
meerkats in the state) have set up  
camp right here. So get ready for plenty  
of picture-perfect moments with lions  
and tigers and marmosets – oh my!  
www.darlingdownszoo.com.au

 South Australia 
CROWNE PLAZA ADELAIDE
Fact: kids love high tea as much as their 
mammas! As well as little sweet treats  
and cute finger sandwiches, throw in  
a theme (such as Mad Hatter, superheroes 
or princesses) and you won’t need to ask 
them twice to put their best dress shoes 
on. www.crowneplazaadelaide.com.au

Tasmania
TASMAZIA, PROMISED LAND
Get lost in one of eight quirky mazes – the 
world’s largest maze complex – for some 
old-school fun in the fresh air. Learn about 
the world at Embassy Gardens, featuring 
60 buildings that are dedicated to more 
than 40 countries. Then finish the day off 
with a delicious treat at Pancake Parlour 
with its tasty sweet and savoury offerings. 
www.tasmazia.com.au 

 Western Australia 
WONKY WINDMILL FARM & ECO PARK
Bottle-feeding lambs, playing in sandpits, 
picking fruit from the orchard, enjoying 
Devonshire tea, and tasting a whole bunch 
of jams and preserves are just a few of the 
things that promise to fill your days here. 
www.wonkywindmillfarm.com.au

 Northern Territory 
AQUASCENE
Wade in the shallow waters of this 
sanctuary to feed the mob of friendly fish 
that flock here, letting them tickle your 
feet as they battle for bread and affection. 
www.aquascene.com.au #


